JACS SOLUTIONS

CUSTOM-BUILT TOUCH SOLUTIONS FOR HEALTHCARE

Mobile healthcare technology, which combines telecommunication and information
technologies, has become an essential part of daily operations in hospitals, clinical
systems, home health agencies, research labs, and consumer workplaces. JACS Solutions
helps you achieve your mission by bringing the best technology to your facility to
optimize your care environments, offer you the right tools, help extend patient care, and
keep costs down.
JACS Solutions’ smart devices, charging carts, and
customized solutions for healthcare providers help

THE JACS APPROACH

remotely monitor patients’ health, give practitioners the

FIRMWARE CUSTOMIZATION. Security comes first with

tools they need, and integrate seamlessly with diagnostic

a JACS touch solution and security begins with

medical systems and platforms. JACS Solutions’ devices

your firmware. Each JACS product is purged of

and displays also provide the security you need for

bloatware and consumer-grade applications

protecting PHI, achieve HIPAA compliance, and enable

found in off-the-shelf devices for a faster and

you to access the resources to make informed diagnostic

are more secure. We can then add and remove

decisions for your patients.

the apps of your choice to and from the device,
modify Android system settings, create a
custom OS launcher, create a configuration-free

JACS’ ANDROID TOUCH SOLUTIONS ARE PERFECT FOR:
Remote Patient Monitoring

deployment, and much more.

HARDWARE CUSTOMIZATION. Whether you’re looking

Electronic Medical Records

for a touch solution for patient health records

Data Collection & Transmission

or patient check-in, build your solution to work

Healthcare Applications
Patient & Visitor Check-In
Prescription Inventory Management
Much, much more!

exactly how you need it with JACS Hardware
Customization services. If you have a vision, we’ll
help you fulfill it with customization options for
mode of connectivity (cellular, Wi-Fi®, or PoE),
operating system (Android or Windows), memory,
processing power, camera, ports, and more. JACS
Solutions can even personalize your devices with
your branding.
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ANDROID 4G LTE TABLETS

ANDROID TOUCH DISPLAYS

Powerful 8” displays

JACS Android touch

combine the security

displays are all-in-

and flexibility you need

one units combining

in an enterprise-grade

Android OS, Wi-Fi®

solution with the cellular

connectivity, and

connectivity you need to

interactive touchscreens

do more, in more places.

in a cost-effective digital signage solution. Available

JACS’ 4G LTE tablets are certified on either the Verizon

in screen sizes from 10” to 55”, these digital displays

and AT&T network, perfect for telemedicine solutions,

are an ideal platform for improving interactive patient

healthcare applications, data collection, prescription

experiences via services such as wayfinding, patient &

inventory management, and much more.

visitor check-in, and digital signage.

ANDROID POE TOUCH DEVICES
Available in 10.1” and 15.6” displays. JACS’ Android Power over Ethernet (PoE) devices
are uniquely designed to give you a robust, flexible, and cost-effective platform. These
stationary interactive displays are perfect for patient check-in, digital signage, and
more. By providing PoE, customizable Android OS, touchscreen, and USB connectivity,
these devices are made to help create the custom solution, perfect for your healthcare
needs.

COMMERCIAL GRADE.

TOTAL SOLUTION.

UNBEATABLE PRODUCT LIFE CYCLES.

More durable than consumer-

JACS offers custom accessories

With more than double the life cycle

grade options with lower upgrade

such as stands, cases, charging

of consumer-grade tablets, get the

cost. All models include powerful

carts and more to help you build a

best value for your business and

processing capabilities and

total solution for your business and

customers.

extended warranty options.

beyond.

ABOUT JACS SOLUTIONS. JACS Solutions designs and manufactures custom-built, commercial-grade Android and
Windows connected devices, touch displays and industrial IoT solutions. One million JACS products have been deployed
in 55+ countries by leaders in healthcare, transportation, retail and more.

Contact Us Today!
+1.443.718.4333 | sales@jacs-solutions.com

www.jacs-solutions.com

